
 

Funny Tweeters 

 

Jennifer Lizza 

@outsmartedmommy 

When my kids grow up I'm going to knock on their doors & demand to know what's for dinner. 

Then I'll cry & use all the ketchup. Contributor  

 

@Today_Parents 

 

Church Dad 

@MrChurchGuy 

Just an anonymous church guy who wants to make you smile. (and retweet) I'm not here 

discussing politics, so enjoy. 

 

Kate Hall 

@KateWhineHall 

I used to have two blogs, but they expired because I procrastinate too much. IG/FB:  

@KateWhineHall 

 Books: https://amzn.to/2GAwzP8 

 

Sisterhood of Moms 

@SensibleMoms 

Erin & Ellen. Two friends. One blog. Proving that sensible and funny are not mutually exclusive. 

Pass the Cheez-its. #VOTY http://favstar.fm/users/SensibleMoms 

 

Mommy Owl 

@Lhlodder 

Ex-netflix. Former Victorian Literature Professor.  

@UCBerkeley 

 Alum. 



 

The ParentNormal 

@ParentNormal 

Chris Cate, imperfect dad of 3. Writes comedy. Hosts Breaking Down Parenting Podcast. On 

funniest parent lists by  

 

@HuffPostParents 

  

@BuzzFeed 

  

@ScaryMommy 

 

Andy H. 

@AndyAsAdjective 

I'm organized but not neat. I'm intellectual but not intelligent. I'm frugal but not parsimonious. I 

know how to use a thesaurus. Recent: https://bit.ly/3ccraQI 

 

Nicole Leigh Shaw 

@NicoleLeighShaw 

All of my kids are still breathing. Award, please. Full-time Human | Feckless Hooligan | My 

tweets here http://bit.ly/1Kg9Tys 

 

Susan McLean 

@NoDomesticDiva 

Somewhere between love & madness lies...Motherhood. Humorist, Author, Blogger. Sharing the 

lighter side of parenthood & rockin' what I've got left. 

 

Anita Renfroe 

@AnitaRenfroe 

Texan by birth. Southern by marriage. Purveyor of fine joy. Comedy outlaw. Feisty. I read 

cookbooks like there's a plot. 

Toni is Talking 



@toniistalking 

story teller || truth sharer || content creator /// also #fantasyfootball tweets 

 

mark 

@TheCatWhisprer 

Nobody wrote 'stay cool' in my yearbook, the only signer was my math teacher Mr. Johansson 

and he just wrote 'Mr. Johansson' 

 

Abe Yospe 

@Cheeseboy22 

I type words on my home computer and then, using an internet connection, I post those words 

to the world wide web. Also, an Elementary School Principal. 

 

Sara 

@smilely_gal 

Unorganized mom with man-hands and biting wit. Lover of pancakes, coffee and vodka. 

 

Jon Acuff 

@JonAcuff 

New York Times Bestselling Author of FINISH. Married to Jenny. Dad to L.E. & McRae. Grab a 

copy of my new book Soundtracks at http://SoundtracksBook.com. 615-398-6873. 

 

Amy Dillon 

@amydillon 

Friend of the library. Usually seething. 


